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Abstract: Leaks from accidents or damage to pipelines that transport liquid petroleum hydrocarbons
(PHC) such as gasoline and diesel are harmful to the environment as well as to human health, and may
be hard to detect by inspection mechanisms alone when they occur in small volumes or persistently.
In the present study, we aim to identify spectral anomalies in two plant species (Brachiaria brizantha
and Neonotonia wightii) linked to contamination effects at different developmental phases of these
plants. To do so, we used spectroscopy and remote sensing approaches to detect small gasoline and
diesel leaks by observing the damage caused to the vegetation that covers simulated pipelines. We
performed a contamination test before and after planting using gasoline and diesel volumes that
varied between 2 and 16 L/m3 soil, in two experimental designs: (i) single contamination before
planting, and (ii) periodic contaminations after planting and during plant growth. We collected
the reflectance spectra from 35 to approximately 100 days after planting. We then compared the
absorption features positioned from the visible spectral range to the shortwave infrared and the
spectral parameters in the red edge range of the contaminated plants to the healthy plants, thus
confirming the visual and biochemical changes verified in the contaminated plants. Despite the
complexity in the indirect identification of soil contamination by PHCs, since it involves different
stages of plant development, the results were promising and can be used as a reference for methods
of indirect detection from UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles), airplanes, and satellites equipped with
hyperspectral sensors.

Keywords: reflectance spectroscopy; contamination; liquid hydrocarbons; vegetation stress; hyperspectral

1. Introduction

The Brazilian pipeline network covers 20,000 km, transporting natural gas, petroleum,
and petroleum products. It interconnects producing regions, platforms, marine terminals,
refineries, and distribution bases [1].

Most of the pipelines are underground and protected by an approximately 1-m thick
superficial soil layer. They are susceptible to weather, terrain movement, changes in
temperature, and human action, which may damage them, resulting in leakages that are
hard to detect. Petroleum hydrocarbons (PHCs) are highly flammable and contaminant to
the environment. Conventional monitoring methods, often performed by field operators,
have limited reach to identify small leaks [2,3]. Techniques that enable regular pipeline
monitoring that can rapidly identify and locate isolated leaks are scarce.
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Since soil and vegetation occupy most of the superficial layer that covers the pipelines,
we assume that persistent soil contamination with liquid PHCs in small amounts affects
the upper-layer plant cover, which may indicate the location and extent of the problem.
In the specific case of diesel (DSL), the movement of DSL in soil layers is low, even after
vegetation onset and constant irrigation, due to its low water solubility [4]. In contact
with roots, PHCs hamper plant growth and development, causing reductions to root and
shoot masses, and sometimes even the complete extinction of early-stage vegetation [4–6].
PHC compounds fill the spaces in the soil preventing water and air movement, which
causes soil compaction and leads to the degradation of its biological, physical, and chemical
properties [6].

Considering the same species, changes in morphology and biochemical content trig-
gered by senescence processes or stress can ultimately modify the spectral response of
the plants [7,8]. Spectral changes caused by PHC contamination in vegetation have
been assessed in situ by reflectance spectroscopy and imaging spectroscopy in several
studies [5,9–19].

Vegetation spectral properties are the result of vegetation bio-parameters. Plants show
sensitivity to these properties at different spectral ranges, such as visible (VIS), near infrared
(NIR) and shortwave infrared (SWIR) [20]. Specific regions of the spectrum may show
changes in the contents of chlorophylls and carotenoids (around 420, 490 and 660 nm),
water content (around 900, 1200, 1400 and 1900 nm) and biochemical compounds (around
1750 and 2300 nm) [8,21–24]. The red edge region (between 690 and 720 nm) is particularly
sensitive to vegetation stress and to changes in total chlorophyll content, rendering it one
of the most investigated regions [8,24].

Recently published literature reviews have highlighted the need to study the different
effects of stress on different species considering a longer timescale than those based on
single-date measurements [20], focusing on identifying the most relevant plant species, and,
for each, the types of petroleum products and concentration ranges that can be identified
or quantified [2].

There have been very few studies using reflectance spectroscopy to evaluate PHC
effects on plant development from the germination phase in contaminated soils, particularly
the effects of liquid PHCs. Ref. [5] analyzed the effect of natural gas contamination and
concluded that it affected crops of wheat and bean during their seeding phases. In contrast,
when they released gas to full-grown plant canopies, they observed no effects, probably
because the root system had already been formed and was able to obtain water and
nutrients outside the gas influence zone. The authors explain that the presence of PHCs
in the soil inhibits respiration and nutrient and water absorption by the roots, affecting
plants more strongly in their early developmental phase than when their canopies are
already developed. The result is plant atrophy, with plants showing smaller leaves and
root systems. However, little is known about the spectral changes that occur in plants
germinated in soils contaminated with liquid PHCs.

In this context, our objective here is to identify spectral anomalies (in the visible and
infrared regions of the electromagnetic spectrum) in two plant species (Brachiaria brizantha
and Neonotonia wightii), grown in pre- (before planting) and post- (after planting and
plant growth) contaminated soils with different volumes of gasoline and diesel, under
semi-controlled environmental conditions.

2. Material and Methods
2.1. Plant Species Studied

Brachiaria (Brachiaria brizantha H.S.; Poaceae) is a commonly found crop along petroleum
pipelines in Brazil. Easily adaptable to different climate conditions, it is not very demanding
in terms of soil fertility. It has a varied root system and reaches a depth of 1 m.

Perennial soybean (Neonotonia wightii Arn.; Fabaceae), a climbing plant that grows well
in high-altitude regions, is a legume of African origin widely used in combined pastures.
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Despite its initial slow growth, the plant shows quick evolution and has a deep root system.
It produces green biomass of excellent quality after its establishment.

2.2. Field Experiment

Two experiments (soil contaminated before planting (SCBefore) and soil contaminated
after planting (SCAfter)) were set up under semi-controlled conditions in a greenhouse
equipped with shading screens on its sides, plastic rooftop and an automatic irrigation
system (Figure 1) in an experimental field at The University of Campinas (Campinas, Brazil).
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Figure 1. Experiment installed inside the greenhouse.

The experiments used slightly different set-ups regarding lysimeter material, scheme
of contamination and number of species (Figure 2).

2.2.1. Experiment with Soil Contamination before Planting (SCBefore)

For SCBefore, 100 lysimeters (with 40, 30 and 20-cm height, width and depth, re-
spectively), which can host 24 L of material each, were built using black, high-density
polyethylene containers. To build the lysimeters, the upper part of the containers was
removed and silicon hoses were installed for contaminant distribution. These hoses were
installed parallel to the soil, forming a central line along the planting line, at a 15-cm depth.
To guarantee homogeneous contaminant application to the soil, the hoses were perforated
to produce equally spaced holes throughout.

The lysimeters were filled with homogenized soil (Rhodic Ferralsol with 65% of
clay) and placed along four benches inside the greenhouse, with equal spacing between
one another and the irrigation nozzle (Figure 3A).

SCBefore was performed using brachiaria (BR) (SCBefore-BR) and perennial soybean
(PS) (SCBefore-PS) as stress indicators. Contaminants were applied in two different, sepa-
rate ways. Firstly, we used injection pumps made of plastic (SCBefore-BR, Figure 3B). The
contaminant was spilled in a central pit, which was then covered with soil. The soil layer
kept the PHCs at approximately 15 cm from the surface. Secondly, we produced a surficial
homogeneous spill on the planting line (SCBefore-PS, Figure 3C). Changes in the form
of contaminant application between the BR and PS steps aimed to simplify the method,
ensuring soil contamination homogeneity.
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Figure 3. Photos of the SCBefore installation: (A) Lysimeters on the benches and internal view of
the greenhouse; (B) PHC application using an injection pump for the brachiaria (BR) experiment
(SCBefore-BR), simulating an underground leakage. (C) PHC application simulating a surficial spill
for the perennial soybean (PS) experiment (SCBefore-PS).

2.2.2. Experiment with Soil Contamination after Planting (SCAfter)

For SCAfter, we used 15 glass lysimeters, measuring 30 cm in length, 40 cm in height,
and 15 cm in width. We inserted a hose with equally spaced holes into the lysimeter at a
20-cm depth from the surface, allowing a homogeneous application of the contaminants in
the soil after plant growth.
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2.3. Treatments

The contaminants used were common gasoline (GSL) and diesel (DSL), both com-
mercial fuels. They were acquired in small quantities (1–5 L) at a local petrol station. In
Brazil, common GSL contains 25% ethanol for reducing carbon monoxide emissions in
automobile engines. The DSL used was common B S500 biodiesel (diesel with a 0.05%
sulphur addition).

2.3.1. SCBefore Treatment

In the experiment, we used different contaminant volumes defined according to
dosage and field experiments previously carried out [13,14] (Table 1). We then applied
DSL in concentrations between 8.3 and 16.7 L/m3. GSL concentrations were smaller and
ranged between 2.1 and 10.4 L/m3, as previous experiments [13,14] op. Cit showed a
more aggressive initial effect of GSL than that of DSL, which might have killed the plants’
embryos, making the seeds unviable.

Table 1. Volumes and exposure time of contaminants in the SCBefore. GSL: gasoline. DSL: diesel.

Contaminant Volume per Lysimeter (mL) L/m3 Exposure Time

GSL

50 2.1 T0, T1, T2
100 4.2 T0, T1, T2
150 6.3 T0, T1, T2
250 10.4 T2

DSL
200 8.3 T0, T1, T2
300 12.6 T0, T1, T2
400 16.7 T0, T1, T2

T0 = no exposure before planting; T1 = contaminated one week before planting; and T2 = contaminated two weeks
before planting.

Before sowing, we applied different exposure times to soil contaminants: T0 (no expo-
sure before planting); T1 (contaminated one week before planting); and T2 (contaminated
two weeks before planting). We used all exposure times (T0, T1 and T2) for all contaminant
concentrations, except 10.4 L/m3 (GSL), for which we only tested T2. The exposure time
may reduce the volatile fraction in PHCs, which is responsible for reducing germination by
killing the embryo [25,26]. The absence of exposure or a shorter exposure time at a higher
concentration can be extremely aggressive for the embryo, making sprouting impossible
and the experiment impractical.

Lysimeters distribution inside the greenhouse followed a completely randomized
design (total of 100 lysimeters, with five replicates for each treatment. We considered
three volumes for GSL and DSL, with three exposure times each, and one volume for GSL,
with only one exposure, in addition to the control (CTR).

We planted seeds scarified with concentrated sulfuric acid, to breach embryo dormancy
(10 BR seeds and 15 PS seeds laid on a straight line at the central part of each lysimeter). To
guarantee a synchronized growth of the plants under treatment, we began the experiment
two weeks before planting the seeds, at which time we contaminated the T2 lysimeters,
differently from the T1 lysimeters, which we contaminated one week later.

2.3.2. SCAfter Treatment

We randomly placed all 15 lysimeters (3 treatments: GSL, DSL and CTR, 5 replicates)
on the benches inside the greenhouse. Thirty-five days after planting, PS plants were well
established, and the first contaminant dose was applied. Doses of 50 mL of PHC (GSL and
DSL) were applied in each lysimeter through the distribution hoses buried at 20 cm from
the soil surface. We carried out four application rounds at 14-day intervals to reach an
accumulated volume of 200 mL in each lysimeter.
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2.4. Collection of Spectral Data

We performed the spectral measurements in situ using an ASD FieldSpec® 4 spectroradiometer
to which we coupled a plant probe and a leaf clip (accessories by ASD Inc., Westborough,
MA, USA, [27,28]). This spectroradiometer comprises three sensors that cover the spectral
range 350–2500 nm, with 2151 channels, and spectral resolutions of 3 nm @ 700 nm and 8 nm
@ 1400/2100 nm. Its sampling interval is 1.4 nm @ 350–1050 nm and 2 nm @ 1000–2500 nm.
For the reflectance measurements, we used a Spectralon® (Labsphere, North Sutton, NH,
USA) plate as a reference.

We applied two data collection methods to each experiment:

i. We measured SCBefore, 10 BR leaves and 5 PS leaves (adaxial side) from each lysimeter,
to obtain a representative average spectrum for each replicate. The smaller number of
PS leaves sampled (5 instead of 10 leaves) was due to the insufficient number of leaves
developed in the more aggressive treatments. In some cases, PS failed to develop
many leaves or the size of the leaves was too small to be sampled and analyzed. Each
leaf measurement is equivalent to the average of 25 readings. Along the experiment,
four spectral measurements were performed for each experiment, at approximately
every two weeks (55, 67, 84 and 95 days after planting-DAP-for BR, and 50, 63, 77 and
91 DAP for PS) (Table 2). Each complete measurement lasted from 2 to 3 days. We took
BR measurements between September and November 2012, and PS measurements
between February and March 2013. Although the crops were grown at different times,
we respected all the planting recommendations of the seed producer. In addition,
semi-controlled conditions ensured uniform water supply and aerial cover ensured
protection from seasonal pests.

ii. We measured SCAfter, using two PS leaves (adaxial side) from each lysimeter. We
performed seven measurements starting at 35 DAP, when the plants were well estab-
lished; the last one being at 99 DAP (Table 2).

Table 2. Spectral measurements and accumulated volume of contaminant in each experiment.
DAP = days after planting. GSL: gasoline. DSL: diesel.

SCBefore-BR SCBefore-PS SCAfter-PS

DAP GSL
(L/m3)

DSL
(L/m3) DAP GSL

(L/m3)
DSL

(L/m3) DAP GSL and
DSL (L/m3)

55 2.1, 4.2,
6.3, 10.4 8.3, 12.6, 16.7 50 2.1, 4.2,

6.3, 10.4 8.3, 12.6, 16.7 35 0

67 2.1, 4.2,
6.3, 10.4 8.3, 12.6, 16.7 63 2.1, 4.2,

6.3, 10.4 8.3, 12.6, 16.7 49 2.8

84 2.1, 4.2,
6.3, 10.4 8.3, 12.6, 16.7 77 2.1, 4.2,

6.3, 10.4 8.3, 12.6, 16.7 56, 64 5.6

95 2.1, 4.2,
6.3, 10.4 8.3, 12.6, 16.7 91 2.1, 4.2,

6.3, 10.4 8.3, 12.6, 16.7 79, 84 8.3

99 11.1

2.5. Processing and Analysis of Spectral Data

We first calculated the mean absolute reflectance spectra for each lysimeter, and
drew characteristic curves for each treatment. The PRISM (Processing Routines in IDL
for Spectroscopic Measurements; [29]) program was used to process spectral data. Data
on the plant spectral response were analyzed based on the visible (VIS: between 400
and 700 nm), near infrared (NIR: between 700 and 1000 nm) and shortwave infrared
(SWIR: between 1000 and 2500 nm) portions of the electromagnetic spectrum. We selected
eight absorption features for analysis with continuum removal (two in VIS, two in NIR,
and four in SWIR). We evaluated them to allow the possibility of differentiating plants
developed in contaminated soil from healthy plants (Figure 4).
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We used the continuum removal method to compare absorption features: the re-
flectance spectra are normalized and the feature of interest is enhanced [30] The spectral
intervals used here correspond to ranges where the vegetation absorption features are
prominent, which are widely documented in the literature [21–24]. In this study, contin-
uum removal was applied to two pigment absorption features (420–540 and 550–750 nm),
four water absorption features (910–1050; 1210–1270; 1370–1600; 1840–2200 nm) and
two organic compound absorption features (1725–1825 and 2305–2350 nm).

We investigated the red edge region in greater detail due to its importance for the
study of stressed plants [31] and used the red edge position method and first-derivative
reflectance ratio at 725 and 702 nm (FD725/FD702) [5] in the analyses.

Vegetation reflectance in the visible range is dominated by the absorption capacity of
photosynthetic pigments. The 660 and 680 nm features are attributed to chlorophylls a and
b. Studies show that red edge shift to shorter wavelengths (blue shift) is directly related to
a decrease in chlorophyll concentration [32–34].

This shift may be assessed by means of the red edge position (REP), which is the
wavelength at which the maximum score of the reflectance spectra first derivative between
680 and 760 nm occurs. The first derivative of the average reflectance spectra for the leaves
was calculated using The Unscrambler (version 10.3; [35]) software and the Savitzky–Golay
method (second-degree polynomial and three smoothing points). The first derivative was
used to calculate not only the REP, but also the ratio between the first derivative for the 725
and 702 nm wavelengths (FD725/FD702).

Ref. [5] used a band ratio based on the occurrence of a maximum score in the first
derivative spectra, between 720 and 730 nm, and a lower score around 702 nm. Be-
low 700 nm, there is a predominance of the absorption attributed to chlorophyll. Ab-
sorption decreases at 725 nm, and energy is scattered in direct proportion to pigment
concentration [32].
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2.6. Biochemical (Plant) and Total Petroleum Hydrocarbon (Soil) Analysis

After the last spectral measurement (95 DAP for SCBefore-BR, 91 DAP for SCBefore-PS,
and 99 DAP for SCAfter-PS), the aerial parts of the plants (leaves and stems) were entirely
collected and prepared for fresh and dry mass weighing. We separated a small portion of
fresh leaves and sent them to the laboratory for biochemical analysis (chlorophyll a and
b and carotenoids). The vegetation water content (VWC) was calculated as follows [36].
Fresh weight (FW) and dry weight (DW) refer to the same sample.

VWC = (FW − DW)/FW × 100 (%)

For the SCBefore, soil samples with the highest volumes of contaminants (GSL = 6.3
and DSL = 16.7 L/m3, at T0, T1 and T2) were collected out of 3 lysimeters for each treatment,
for total petroleum hydrocarbon (TPH) analysis. The samples were collected after the soil
surface layer was removed in order to reach the contaminated region.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Visual Effects of Contaminants in Plant Development

The plants grown in soils contaminated with GSL and DSL were visually different
from healthy plants (CTR) in both experiments (SCBefore and SCAfter). Contamination
with PHCs affected the development of the studied species, reducing their aerial biomass
as well as their root formation.

Under SCBefore, the aerial parts of both BR and PS plants did not show homogeneous
development during different treatments. There was a direct correlation between plant
development and PHC volumes in the soil. The most affected plants were those treated
with the highest PHC volumes.

BR-CTR plants were vigorous in the first spectral measurement at 55 DAP (Figure 5),
while plants under the BR-DSL and BR-GSL treatments showed fewer plants with smaller
leaves. In some cases (21 lysimeters, 18 contaminated with DSL and 3 contaminated with
GSL), it was not possible to perform all 10 measurements foreseen for each lysimeter due
to an absence of big enough leaves to use a leaf clip (at 55 DAP). The DSL can reach the
upper plant parts (stems and leaves) when transported from the roots along the plant
transpiration stream [37]. In Scirpus grossus, DSL caused changes to the leaves (yellowing
and size reduction), stems, and roots. Scanning electron microscopy revealed irregular and
reduced internal forms, thus confirming DSL adsorption to the plants’ surface instead of
accumulation in their internal tissue [38]. After 67 DAP, the plants showed signs of relative
recovery, and exhibited similar leaf growth during the treatments.

Germination of PS seeds was affected mainly in the lysimeters containing GSL, which
showed a reduced number of plants, and even an absence of plants in four lysimeters.
DSL had a less severe effect on germination, and only one lysimeter showed no plants,
a situation that changed along the vegetation development. DSL affected plants more
severely, causing considerable reduction in leaf size, as observed in some concentrations
until the end of the experiment (91 DAP) (Figure 6).

In SCAfter, the plants grown in GSL and DSL contaminated soil were visually distinct
from the healthy plants (CTR). Contamination by the two PHCs significantly affected
the development of PS, reducing roots and aboveground fresh shoots. Visually, DSL and
especially GSL plants showed some leaves with chlorosis (Figure 7). The magnitude of
the toxic effect (decreased germination, survival and development of leaves, stems and
roots) is determined by the biological characteristics of each plant species and the type and
concentration of the contaminant [39,40].
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Figure 7. Comparative photographs of fresh plants SCAfter-PS grown in soil contaminated with DSL,
GSL and not contaminated (CTR) at 99 DAP: (A) shoot, (B) leaves and (C) roots.

3.2. Morpho-Physiological Analyses

The mean fresh weight (MFW) at the end of the experiment showed the impact in
aerial biomass production caused by contamination (Figure 8). Under SCBefore, there was
a correlation of MFW decrease with contaminant concentration increase and with exposure
time decrease. MFW reduction in SCBefore was more relevant for DSL than for GSL, due to
the larger volumes applied. Under SCAfter, in which the volumes applied were identical,
GSL (18% of MFW-CTR) affected MFW more than DSL (23% of MFW-CTR).

Considering the SCBefore-PS grown in soil contaminated with GSL and with exposure
time (T1-2.1, T1-4.2 L/m3 and T2-all concentrations), leaf and stem production was more
expressive (up to 228 g) than that of healthy plants (157 g). The longer the exposure time,
the stronger the PHC volatile fraction reduction, which may justify its lower impact on
plant production. Ref. [25] observed that DSL inhibited germination, but that 50 days after
contamination the effects were inverse, i.e., plants grown in contaminated soil were favored
when compared to those grown in the control treatment. The authors suggest that volatile
compounds disappear from the soil over time, and other compounds found in diesel are not
toxic to the seed and microorganisms in the soil. Besides, the carbon now available becomes
a new source of energy and nutrients for both the plant and the microorganisms [25,41].
Ref. [42] compared a legume species with a grass species and observed that the former was
less affected by PHCs, which, according to them, is due to the association between legumes
and nitrogen-fixing microorganisms.
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Figure 8. Fresh weight of the aerial part of BR (SCBefore) and PS (SCBefore and SCAfter) contami-
nated with GSL and DSL when compared with CTR. DAP = Days after planting. * Different averages
compared with the averages for the control treatment, according to the t-test (p ≤ 0.05).

PHCs had an inverse effect on the plants when it comes to water content (Figure 9),
considering the analyzed plant development phase (90 DAP). Except for SCAfter-DSL, the
affected plants, under all the remaining treatments, showed increased water content in
leaves and stems when compared to that of healthy plants. The larger the contaminant
volume, the larger the water concentration observed in the plants. A possible explanation
is that plants exposed to water scarcity regulate water loss through transpiration by closing
their stomata [43]. We also observed increasing reductions in maize transpiration rates
with an increase in DSL dose [16]. Although the experimental conditions were controlled
(all treatments were provided with the same volumes of water), the contaminants may
have formed a physical barrier that repels water, which impairs water absorption and gas
exchange by the roots. Other authors [25,26,40] detected that diesel has a hydrophobic
effect in the soil, thus hindering plant germination and growth.
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Figure 9. Vegetation water content in the aerial part of BR (SCBefore) and PS (SCBefore and 
SCAfter) contaminated with GSL and DSL when compared with CTR. DAP = Days after planting. 
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3.3. Biochemical and Soil Analysis

Three months after soil contamination, the average of chlorophyll and carotenoid
contents for BR grown in contaminated soil was substantially higher than that detected
in CTR plants (Figures 10 and 11). Considering that the exposure time may attenuate
the damaging effects on plants, since part of the volatile fraction may be reduced, the
most aggressive contaminant levels (highest concentrations in T0) show higher contents of
these pigments. For BR, at this developmental phase, the contaminant in the soil favored
chlorophyll concentration, perhaps to compensate for the reduction in leaf area, thus
increasing energy production performance.
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Figure 10. CHLOROPHYLL and CAROTENOIDS for BR (SCBefore) and PS (SCBefore and 
SCAfter) with GSL compared to CTR. DAP = Days after planting. * Different averages compared 
with the averages for the control treatment, according to t-test (p ≤ 0.05). 

Figure 10. CHLOROPHYLL and CAROTENOIDS for BR (SCBefore) and PS (SCBefore and SCAfter)
with GSL compared to CTR. DAP = Days after planting. * Different averages compared with the
averages for the control treatment, according to t-test (p ≤ 0.05).

We observed the opposite in relation to PS (Figure 11). For SCBefore-PS, we detected
no significant differences in terms of pigment contents, whereas for SCAfter-PS, the same
pigments displayed significantly lower levels.

Studies show there is no consensus regarding changes to these contents in plants con-
taminated with PHCs. Ref. [44] did not identify important differences in pigment content in
plants (Trifolium repens and Lolium perenne) contaminated with DSL (12 g diesel/kg soil) in
comparison to healthy plants, even though their roots and sprouts were severely reduced.

Other studies show a reduction in pigment contents caused by PHC contamination.
Ref. [45] obtained lower chlorophyll indexes in grasses contaminated with gas. Ref. [14]
detected lower concentrations of chlorophyll (in brachiaria, perennial soybean, and maize)
and carotenoids (in brachiaria) during DSL and GSL applications. At the end of the
contamination, which amounted to 12.7 L/m3, only chlorophyll-a in perennial soybean
contaminated with DSL showed contents lower than those of uncontaminated plants.
According to the authors, this was due to plant recovery after the suppression of the
stressing agent.
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Figure 11. CHLOROPHYLL and CAROTENOIDS for BR (SCBefore) and PS (SCBefore and SCAfter)
with DSL compared to CTR. DAP = Days after planting. * Different averages compared with the
averages for the control treatment, according to t-test (p ≤ 0.05).

Ref. [46] identified a positive effect of low doses (up to 1%) of DSL on a Juncus species
50 days after treatment, with a significant increase in chlorophyll contents following an
increase in contaminant concentration. However, chlorophyll contents were considerably
lower under higher contaminant concentrations.

3.4. Vegetation Spectral Response

By analyzing the average spectrum for the SCBefore-BR and PS (SCBefore and SCAfter),
we identified the effects of soil contamination by PHCs on the leaf spectra at different con-
tamination moments (before and after planting).

The largest contaminant volumes (6.3 L/m3 for GSL and 16.7 L/m3 for DSL) caused a
reduction in reflectance under SCBefore-BR at 55 DAP when compared to that of healthy
plants: average reduction of approximately 10% in VIS and NIR (11% and 8% in VIS-GSL
and NIR-GSL; 9% and 12% in VIS-DSL and NIR-DSL) (Figure 12, SCBefore). In the NIR,
reflectance remained reduced in comparison to that of CTR up until 95 DAP for both
contaminants (reduction in 11 and 18% for GSL and DSL, respectively). Considering the
different PHC concentrations applied to SCBefore (GSL: 2.1; 4.2; 6.3; 10.4 L/m3 and DSL:
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8.3; 12.5; 16.7 L/m3), the average reflectance for BR generally decreased (which increased
CTR difference) under both GSL and DSL treatments.
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Figure 12. Average leaf reflectance for BR and PS (SCBefore and SCAfter) at approximately 50
and 90 days after planting (DAP). ** Considering a reduction in PHC volume over time, due to
the volatilization.

Reflectance for contaminated SCBefore-PS also showed less expressive reductions
between 400 and 2500 nm. Plants contaminated with DSL showed stronger reflectance in
VIS when compared to that of uncontaminated plants (from 55 DAP to 95 DAP) and are an
exception. On a real scale, we observed the same spectral behavior for the PS planted in
soil contaminated with DSL [47].

When applied after plant development (SCAfter-PS), PHCs caused an increase in
reflectance when compared to that of CTR (Figure 12, SCAfter), which is consistent with
similar studies on the contamination of grown plants [13,48]. Under higher concentrations,
this increase was even more significant, especially in the VIS range. This range has been con-
sidered particularly sensitive to soil contamination because at an early stage (13–25 days) it
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shows a higher reflectance rate for contaminated plants when compared to that of control
plants until the end of the experiment (61 days) [48].

The contamination timing (before or after planting) greatly affected plant development,
and consequently its spectral reflectance. Planting in pre-contaminated soil impaired the
plant, causing delayed and reduced development and preventing the leaves from reaching
a reflectance level compatible with that of healthy vegetation. Reflectance variations in the
NIR range are controlled mainly by leaf anatomical structure [7,24,49]. Thus, the changes
observed in the spectra may indicate that the contaminants affected the plant morphology.

The highest chlorophyll and carotenoid concentrations detected in the biochemical
analyses for SCBefore-BR (DSL and GSL) contributed to greater absorption around 450 and
650 nm. For the same features, absorption levels similar to (SCBefore-PS) or less deep than
(SCAfter-PS) the PS-CTR feature is also in agreement with concentrations equivalent to or
smaller than those of photosynthetic pigments in contaminated plants.

Absorption Features after Continuum Removal

We assessed absorption features according to their depth. Their variations may indi-
cate a larger or smaller amount of certain elements that compose the leaves: chlorophyll,
carotenoids, leaf water and other organic compounds, such as starch, lignin, cellulose,
protein and sugars. In this study, we observed natural variations, which are similar among
healthy (control-CTR) plants of both species (Brachiaria and perennial soybean) along their de-
velopment (Figures 13–15): (i) the features related to absorption attributed to leaf pigments
(420–540 nm and 550–750 nm) had little variation between the first and last measure-
ments; (ii) there was a reduction in depth of the features related to water content inside
the leaves: 910–1050 nm; 1210–1270 nm; 1370–1600 nm; 1840–2200 nm; (iii) in the SWIR
range, where the absorption features of organic compounds are found (1725–1825 nm and
2305–2350 nm), we observed an increase in feature depth, except for PS1 at 1725–1825 nm,
which indicates that these elements accumulate during the plant development.

Comparatively, the same features behaved similarly in healthy plants and under
SCBefore (Figures 13 and 14). We observed small decreases in feature depth (related
mainly to water in the leaves and non-photosynthetic biochemical compounds) in the first
measurement (~50 DAP). This behavior practically disappeared in the last measurement
(~90 DAP). The absorption features at 420–520 nm and 550–750 nm, which are related to
photosynthetic pigments, maintained lower-depth absorption rates under SCBefore-PS and
SCBefore-BR, even 90 days after contamination. There was also a steady lower absorption
for the 1840–2140-nm feature of the BR spectrum. According to Jensen (2000), leaf-water
absorption features in the SWIR range are more sensitive to water stress. The presence
of absorption features with lower depths in the NIR region occurs only in cases of severe
leaf dehydration.

SCAfter-PS absorption features related to photosynthetic pigments underwent op-
posite changes after contaminant application (Figure 15). For the feature between 550
and 750 nm there was a lower absorption in leaves contaminated with up to 11.1 L/m3

(~100 DAP), whereas in the 440–540 nm range there was an increase in depth and feature
area for concentrations up to 8.3 L/m3 of GSL and DSL. For higher volumes of these
contaminants, the feature was similar to that of CTR.

Sanches et al. (2013) [13] also observed a reduction in feature depth for pigments
(550–750 nm), as well as in features related to water (1380–1550 and 1850–2000 nm) and
to biochemical compounds (2006–2196 nm), in leaf spectra of brachiaria contaminated
with PHCs.
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550–750 nm; (B) 910–1050 nm; (C) 1120–1250 nm; (D) 1370–1640 nm; (E) 1725–1825nm and (F) 1840–
2140 nm. ** Considering a reduction in PHC volume over time due to volatilization. 
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Figure 13. Leaf reflectance (SCBefore-BR) after continuum removal for the absorption features:
(A) 550–750 nm; (B) 910–1050 nm; (C) 1120–1250 nm; (D) 1370–1640 nm; (E) 1725–1825 nm and
(F) 1840–2140 nm. ** Considering a reduction in PHC volume over time due to volatilization.
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450–540 nm; (B) 550–750 nm; (C) 910–1050 nm; (D) 1280–1680 nm; (E) 1725–1825nm and (F) 1820–
2215 nm. ** Considering a reduction in PHC volume over time due to volatilization. 
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Figure 14. Leaf reflectance (SCBefore-PS) after continuum removal for the absorption features:
(A) 450–540 nm; (B) 550–750 nm; (C) 910–1050 nm; (D) 1280–1680 nm; (E) 1725–1825 nm and
(F) 1820–2215 nm. ** Considering a reduction in PHC volume over time due to volatilization.
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Figure 15. Leaf reflectance (SCAfter-SP) after continuum removal for the absorption features:
(A) 450–540 nm and (B) 550–750 nm.
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3.5. Red Edge Region

The red shift in larger wavelengths naturally occurs during plant development as
chlorophyll accumulates [50]. When pigment production decreases, due to senescence
or stress, REP shifts to shorter wavelengths (blue shift). Lower REP values occurred for
PS contaminated with DSL under SCBefore and contaminated with DSL and GSL under
SCAfter (Figures 16 and 17). Refs. [5,11,12] showed changes to plants affected by natural
gas when analyzing the red edge spectrum derivative. Ref. [15] also observed REP shift to
shorter wavelengths in a maize crop contaminated with different DSL volumes. Ref. [14]
showed changes in the red edge (blue shift) in plants contaminated with equivalent GSL and
DSL volumes (from 9.3 L/m3 up). Ref. [50] also associated REP changes with water stress.
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Figure 16. First derivative of SCBefore-PS (DSL) reflectance in the red edge range, from the beginning
of the development (51 DAP) to 91 DAP. ** Considering a reduction in PHC volume over time due
to volatilization.
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As pigment concentration in SCBefore-PS showed no decrease when compared to that
of CTR, the observed blue shift might be mainly related to the plant difficulty in absorbing
water in a PHC contaminated soil. Previously discussed data on water content at 90 DAP
suggest that plants suffered water depletion.

Although the red edge position is more strongly associated with chlorophyll content,
certain parameters (such as area and amplitude) in the first derivative graph of the red edge
may be associated with other plant characteristics, such as leaf area index [50]. Considering
the first derivative of BR over time, despite occupying the same position, CTR and DSL
show different forms (Figure 18). The lower amplitude and width in the red edge region
for the contaminated BR, especially when contaminated with DSL, occurred due to a lower
spectral response in NIR (Figure 12). For SCAfter-PS, variations to both red edge position
and feature form were observed (Figure 17).
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The FD725/FD702 ratio showed significant lower values (t-test, p ≤ 0.05) for PS,
regardless of the contamination moment (SCBefore and SCAfter-PS). For SCBefore, the
index enabled identifying contamination, especially by DSL, and at a higher concentration
in the soil (16.7 L/m3) (Figure 19). All DSL concentrations and exposure times differed from
those of CTR in at least one measurement, except for 8.3 L/m3 (T2), which was considered
the lowest contamination level. For SCAfter, the FD725/FD702 ratio decreased as the soil
contaminant concentration increased, which was higher for GSL.

A decrease in the FD725/FD702 ratio for the spectra of plants contaminated by PHCs
was verified in other studies on contamination before [47] and after plant growth [5], even
in small DSL (9.3 L/m3) and GSL (6 L/m3) concentrations [14].

When contaminated before [47], the index performed better at distinguishing plants
contaminated with diesel (8.3 L/m3) and gasoline (6.3 L/m3) at canopy level, but not so
much at leaf level. A better performance using canopy data was expected, since leaf layers,
when compared to a single leaf, augment the differences in the first derivative.
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4. A Possible Operational Model for a PHC Leakage Monitoring System

Given the results revealed above, it is possible to foresee a model for the potential
detection of leakages in pipelines installed below the ground surface. Firstly, we strongly
recommend using the planting of agricultural crops as biomarkers (as opposed to keeping
the corridors along pipelines with exposed soil). Among the two species studied here,
both are perennial, easy to adapt to Brazilian terrains, and have deep roots and low
environmental constraints to develop. For both species, it was possible to identify spectral
variations in specific bands (between 420 and 750 nm; visible and near infrared), which
showed changes in the contaminated plants and could be used to identify a leak in the
pipeline. By removing the continuum in the absorption features related to the pigment
content (features 420–540 nm and 550–750 nm), it was shown that it is possible to enhance
the effect of contaminants on plant spectra. For perennial soybean at least, the FD725/FD702
index is a promising tool. For data collection, we suggest, as an alternative to point
spectroscopy, a narrow-band imaging sensor, with high spatial and temporal resolution.
An alternative could be the use of VIS-RedEdge multispectral cameras (which operate in
visible and red edge) on board UAVs, since the monitoring of pipelines requires a focused,
linear coverage (not specifically feasible by satellites). This model could meet the objective
of monitoring pipeline nets with flexibility (e.g., any time during the day, during free-cloud
periods; starting the flight campaign at any section of the pipeline), using high temporal
and spatial resolution. A specific drawback regarding the use of UAVs is the flight time
limit imposed by the batteries. This disadvantage can be minimized by using multiple
batteries, but still the UAV coverage must be halted for battery replacement. Another
alternative is the use of a hyperspectral sensor on board an airplane or helicopter, but at a
very high cost.

5. Conclusions

The PHCs used in this research (gasoline and diesel) affected the plants morpho-
logically (reduction in size and fresh weight of leaves) and biochemically (changes in
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chlorophyll content and vegetation water content). The biomass reduction in the experi-
ment with contamination before planting was higher under diesel treatments, in which
the applied volumes were greater than the gasoline volumes. In the experiment with
contamination after planting, the same PHC volumes applied caused greater damage to
the plants contaminated with gasoline.

In the experiment with contamination before planting, a failure or delay in germina-
tion caused by the PHC volatile portion affected the development of both studied species
(brachiaria and perennial soybean). The biochemical analyses performed 90 days after
contamination indicated that the average chlorophyll and carotenoid contents in contami-
nated plants were higher than or equal to those found in CTR plants. The exposure time to
PHCs in the soil may have contributed to the volatile fraction reduction and decreased the
contaminant toxicity. Furthermore, the plants may have increased their energy production
performance to compensate for the reduction in leaf area.

The experiment with contamination after plant growth showed drastic reduction
effects in pigments when the contaminations were frequent and cumulative, which hindered
plant recovery.

The distinct characteristics between SCBefore (experiment with contamination before
the species were planted and using different contaminant volumes applied in a single dose)
and SCAfter (experiment with contamination after plant growth, with frequent contami-
nations that amounted to a higher accumulated PHC level) led to a better understanding
of how the plants were visually, spectrally and chemically affected from germination to
maturity when exposed to PHC contamination at various developmental phases.

In general, plants germinated in contaminated soil showed lower reflectance than that
of healthy plants, especially in the NIR-a region influenced by the anatomic structure of
the leaf. In SCBefore, the contaminants affected the plant vegetative development, while
in SCAfter, in which contaminants were applied after the plant growth, PHCs caused a
reflectance increase when compared to that of CTR. A pigment content reduction in stressed
plants decreased absorption in the VIS region, increasing the spectral response.

Red edge absorption features and parameters (red edge position and FD725/FD702
ratio) demonstrated the detected spectral, morphological, and biochemical changes. In the
experiment with contamination before planting, there were changes to pigment absorption
features, water absorption features and REP for the contaminated plants. In the experiment
with continuous contamination after plant growth, we detected typical changes in plants
biochemically affected, with a reduction in the pigment absorption feature, blue shift in red
edge position and a reduction in the FD725/FD702 ratio.

More comprehensive studies may show the complexity of indirectly identifying PHC
soil contamination by means of anomalies in vegetation spectra. Reducing the plant
germination index and inhibiting plants’ initial development not only affect leaf area index
but also render contamination more evident. Since several PHC transportation pipelines
pass through commercial crop areas, their canopy analyses may detect lower spectral
responses in vegetation, or even in the soil, which might indicate contaminant leakage.

This novel approach for detecting contamination effects, in all plant developmental
phases, makes it an important reference for tests and applications of this indirect detection
method, which uses hyperspectral data obtained from sensors onboard UAVs, planes,
and satellites. Therefore, there is a need to evaluate an economically viable model for
monitoring pipeline networks from an operational point of view, since the model must take
into account a high revisiting frequency for data collection, high spatial resolution, as well
as rising demand for data processing to detect spectral changes.
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